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Abstract

Background Increasing social welfare and reducing poverty are to ensure the well-being of all classes of a society. Cities and villages are distinguished by cultural and economic disparities. The purpose of this study was to develop and present a comprehensive model on welfare and wealth components and their relationship with each other, as well as determining the contributing factors and variables affecting them by presenting a comprehensive model. Methods The components of wealth and welfare were determined based on the national data comprising 19261 rural and 18701 urban household participants. Initially, the conceptual model was drawn. Later, observed and latent variables of the model were analyzed and tested using AMOS software, in two exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses. Finally, the Structural Equation Modeling was used to analyze the data and investigate the causal relationship of latent variables. Results The findings showed that the factors generating wealth in the urban initiate from education and lead to employment and then into income and ultimately provide wealth and welfare. Plus, there is no separation between the concept of welfare and wealth in urban society. However, land ownership is the prerequisite for wealth and welfare issues in a rural community. Moreover, wealth and welfare are two distinct phenomena in rural areas. Conclusions The results of this study would provide the clear hints for effective policy making to resolve deprivation and poverty in Iranian rural and urban populations, prioritizing education for urban and land ownership for rural areas.

Introduction

Increasing social welfare and reducing poverty are among the main goals of any country’s economic developmental plan. One of the main tasks of rulers and economic policy makers is to ensure the well-being of all classes of a society. Throughout the history, poverty and injustice have always been a concern for human societies. Therefore, the issues of justice, equality, and social welfare, even before being an economic issue, are a socio-political subject. (1)

Generally, welfare is defined as the governmental task to be provided for the citizens of a society which includes all members, regardless of the level of income. Accommodating basic needs for all society members is the least expectation in social welfare. These needs include food, housing, literacy, health, and employment opportunities. In fact, as a definite mission, governments are responsible for provision of equal access to the above basic needs. (2)

It should be noted that wealth, in general, is considered as one of the influential factors in promotion of the level of family welfare. Although wealth and welfare implicate completely two different meanings, most economists believe that there is a positive association between them.

In general, experts believe that production of wealth includes: (3)

1. Access to income generating opportunities.
2. Income generating capabilities.
4. Power.

Cities and villages, in addition to complex dialectical relationships, are distinguished by cultural and economic disparities. The fact is that, from the economic point of view, rural dwellers earn higher income than residents living in urban areas. This difference is less noticeable in developed countries than in developing nations. According to most researchers and experts, the development of agricultural industry is recognized as the main economic lever for rural households. For that reason, land is regarded as the vital economic resource. Experts, therefore, adhere to the concept that the solution to the issue of global poverty is to reinforce agricultural facilities and land ownership for farmers.

Gardes et al. in his study of poverty, inequality, and income mobility in Ecuador concluded that despite the decline in poverty rates during the years 2000-2009, there is still a noticeable difference between rural and urban areas. In other word, poverty and inequality still remain as a critical issue in rural areas.

Many developing countries are now facing the widespread inequalities between rural and urban communities. Based upon the findings of an investigation in Iran, the number of poor households in rural areas is more than of urban households. In addition, poor rural households are far poorer than of urban households. Another study showed that income distribution in rural areas of Iran is more unbalanced than of urban areas.

The Government of Islamic Republic of Iran has taken numerous measures to implement social justice in the country. For example, proposing the bill of "Economic Organizing Plan" to the parliament in 1998 was a strong step taken for economic balance. The Act of establishing the Ministry of Welfare and Social Security in 2004 was the other action in this regard. Another study has shown that despite of increasing endeavor for convergence of Iran's economy towards the world economy to reduce the poverty gap among urban households, yet; it has presented unpleasing consequences on rural areas. This is indicative of the fact that the concepts introduced in the global context are not necessarily generalizable to all countries.

Unfortunately, in some rural areas of Iran, the less productive traditional agriculture is still visible. Thus, it seems that increasing productivity by means of modern technology should be considered as one of the important targets for elimination of deprivation and poverty in rural communities.

The purpose of this study was to develop a comprehensive model on welfare and wealth components and their relationship with each other, as well as determining the contributing factors and variables affecting on them, in separate for urban and rural households.

Method And Materials

For the purpose of this study, our detection was based on the data from the National Statistics Center of Iran (NSCI), in 2017. The data was classified as urban and rural households, separately. Participants in
this social referendum included 19261 rural households and 18701 urban households.

In this study, a theoretical model was initially designed based on the welfare and wealth components and their inter-relation to each other, as indicated in the literature. (2) The model also defines the contributing factors to production of wealth. Then, a conceptual framework of the model was developed for further analysis based on the NSCI data.

In the initial theoretical model, welfare components were extracted from the critical review and obtained from the previous study on SES measurement model. (13) That study was based upon various health studies in Iran over a 10-year period, from July 2007 to 2017. These components include 15 items:

1. Household size.
2. Education of head of household.
3. Occupation of head of household.
4. Household monthly income.
5. Type of school that children attended. (public/private)
6. House ownership.
7. Local value of residence.
8. Number of rooms in the house.
9. House area.
11. Smart cell phone.
12. Three-dimensional television.
14. Microwave.
15. Car ownership.

It should be noted that some factors were excluded from the initial theoretical model, due to the lack of data in the NSCI annual report. Also, meat and fruit items were redirected to the nutrition section of the conceptual model. This was due to an existing comprehensive study on economic inequality in the fields of knowledge, attitude, and practice on nutrition for Iranian households. That study substantiated a strong relation between SES level and meat and fruit consumption. (14) It should be emphasized that the number of households is a determinative variable for estimating per capita household expenditure. Collectively, our conceptual model was modified according to the above mentioned factors. (Diagram 1) Finally, this was the basis for examining and analyzing the conceptual model regarding to NSCI 2017 data file, which was differentiated by the urban and rural households.

Data Analysis
In this study, "Structured Equation Modeling" (SEM) method was used to analyze the data and to investigate the causal relationship of latent variables (for example: welfare) with measurable observed variables (for example: home ownership type). The SEM method is a new statistical tool that, in addition to current statistical methods like: variance analysis, regression, and path analysis, provides the possibility to include confirmatory factor analysis, confirmatory composite analysis, path analysis, partial least squares path modeling, and latent growth modeling. (15) Normality test for data and model fit were evaluated and validated at each step. Model fit indices presented acceptable values and the final model were recognized with highly validity. (Table 1)

Then, the latent and observed variables of the model were analyzed and tested using AMOS and SPSS (version #21) statistic softwares in two exploratory and confirmatory steps. (Diagram 2) The next step was, creating the measurement and structural model to examine the relationship between the factors and their level of contribution to the model. Normality test for data and model fit were evaluated and validated at each step. The guide was that the elements with value of less than 0.3 of factor loadings were omitted since it was considered as a weak relation.

Final models were edited based on the model fit indices; and the model correction suggestions were specified into two groups of rural and urban population. Regression coefficients and correlation coefficients between latent variables and main components of the study were also calculated. In addition, factor loadings of each observed variable, regression weight, and the contribution of each factor to the explanation of the latent components were estimated and presented for final interpretation.

Results

The results of study are classified in 2 distinct rural and urban geographic areas. These are:

A: Rural Data (Diagram 3)

Findings from Exploratory Factor Analysis for welfare components in rural data from Conceptual Research Model were approved with values greater than 0.4 in 3 fields: appropriate nutrition, appropriate home appliance, and appropriate housing. However, in the first and second Confirmatory Factor Analysis in the AMOS software, two welfare components of dishwasher and microwave variables in the home appliance section were not confirmed, due to factor loads of 0.23 and 0.15 respectively. Additionally, one welfare components in the housing section, the type of home variable with a factor load of 0.19 (less than 30%) were disregarded. Therefore, these three welfare components were not qualified for the conceptual model.

All factor loading values were significant and were approved after second Confirmatory Factor Analysis. (P-value≤0.001) As the model fit indices were at appropriate levels, the conceptual model of the research was therefore confirmed with respect to most of the principal component variables.
In the initial conceptual model of the factor leading to wealth production, *education* was not an effective factor in *job* creation. (0.15) Again, *education* did not have a significant impact on *income* generation either. (0.01) As a result, the level of education did not show to be a contributing factor in creation of an effective *job* for income generation in *rural* households. However, *education, occupation, household size,* and *income* were confirmed as impact variables of the wealth component with factor loadings higher than 0.3 in the final model.

According to the conceptual model structured with this research, the relationship between *wealth* and *welfare* in *rural households* indicates a *high correlation* between these two components, with 96% β coefficient. Thus, *wealth* and *welfare* were identified as two *separate* subjects in the conceptual model and in the final structural model for *rural* households.

**B. Urban Data (Diagram 4)**

The results of Exploratory Factor Analysis for welfare components in *urban* data from the Conceptual Research Model taken from NSCI data were confirmed with values above 0.4 in three domains: *Appropriate Nutrition, Appropriate Home Appliance,* and *Appropriate Housing.* Moreover, these results were confirmed in first and second Confirmatory Factor Analysis with AMOS software for welfare components in the above three fields, and for all variables with factor loadings greater than 0.3. Yet, the type of *home ownership* with a factor loading of 0.25 did not prove to have a positive effect in the *Appropriate Housing* field. Model fit indices had acceptable values indicating high validity of the conceptual model.

In the initial conceptual model of the factors of wealth production and their relation with welfare components, *education* variable has proven to be an effective factor in job creation with regression coefficient of 0.64. Consequently, *job* variable had a relatively definitive role on income generation with a value of 0.38 (P-value ≤ 0.001). Hence, education was confirmed to provide better access to various job *opportunities* for creating higher income for urban residents. In the final urban model, unlike the final rural model, *wealth* and *welfare* were NOT recognized as two separate components and did not have an acceptable fitness. In other word, in the urban household model, *wealth* and *welfare* were confirmed as a *single category* in the final structural model, based on the comprehensive data of the NSCI data source.

**Discussion**

This study was designed to provide a scientific model for the components of *welfare* and *wealth* in *urban* and *rural* households based on data from NSCI. Also, identifying the relationship among these components to each other, the contributing level of factors, and the variables affecting them was the other purposes of the present investigation.

In the previous investigation SES items were detected for Iranian community. (13) Accordingly, SES items extracted from the previous study were added to the present conceptual model. After analysis, the welfare
components model was confirmed in urban population. It is notable that the presented structural model proves the strong relationship between education and job as well as between job and income level. It should be emphasized that the factors generating wealth in a city initiate from education and then lead to employment. Consequently, employment facilitates income and ultimately it arranges wealth and welfare. In fact, in urban society there is no distinction between the concept of welfare and wealth, representing the two sides of the same coin.

The present study showed that the economic structure of rural society is quite different from that of urban society. After exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis for welfare components, it was found that wealth is the source of welfare in rural society. Therefore, in a rural community, a family with higher wealth earns higher income, may seek higher education for its younger members, and able to access more home facilities. In addition, the size of these families is noticeably larger. In the past, it was believed that family size reflects the pride and child-bearing ability is a privilege in the community. It was interesting to know that there is a similar condition, to some aspects, in Egypt and Ivory Coast rural communities. (16 & 17) However, it seems that difference of interaction between wealth and welfare, in rural as opposed to urban social structure, may stems from cultural differences.

The results of this study showed that the urban community structure is in accordance with the proposed welfare and wealth model. It is, therefore; logic that in order to design poverty alleviation policies, it is better to institute on prerequisites of income generation in urban society, such as education. Conversely, such policies may not succeed in rural areas in the field of poverty alleviation, because of their defective causal mechanism. As such, in the countryside, policy makers should seek measures to consolidate land ownership concept rather than advocating education. Accordingly, land ownership is closely linked to agricultural production and consequently brings about income which in turn leads to wealth on the national level.

However, as a key factor, land has the pivotal role in wealth generation and economic equity, in a rural community. The results of a study on poverty and inequality in Tanzania also confirmed that human capital, land, and livestock as of the most important assets of rural households. (18) The UK Department for International Development states that land is a safe and secure livelihood asset for villagers. In addition, it is noteworthy to mention that it added that land is a necessary, but not always an absolute condition for poverty alleviation. (19) Another study conducted in Asian rural areas shows that rural poverty usually has an inverse relationship with the size of arable land. (20) Another study in Java endorses the fact that access to land is closely linked to access to capital, as well. (21)

As an emphasis, according to the Article #30 and Article #31 of the Iranian constitution, provision of free education is the task of government for citizens of the country. (22) Nonetheless, this does not imply that same policy can be implementable in rural areas as well as urban areas, for poverty alleviation. A national study on the distribution and severity of poverty concluded that poverty is a multidimensional phenomenon in rural areas. (23) In fact, the policy for poverty alleviation should trigger housing and education in such communities. But based upon the present investigation, land ownership has priority to
the other factors. Obviously, this does not infer that state capitalism is a successful economic solution in a rural society.

Additionally, the entry of technology in the agricultural industry will undoubtedly increase the productivity, besides land ownership. The process of productivity will fail if the technology holder exploits the ownership of farmer. Another indicator which has a destructive role is inequity; a fact that has a tight link to poverty. This means the disproportionate distribution of ownership resources among farmers.

Plus, economic challenges are other indicators that may jeopardize income level of a villager. For instance, inflation is one of the major causes of decline in the purchasing-power of the low-income group. This economic indicator places this group in the vulnerable status with later consequences. Unfortunately, the villagers are the main victims of unbridled inflation in the societies. In addition, lack of financial support can exacerbate this susceptibility condition. (24) It should be highlighted that governments have a definitive role in adoption of more equitable and targeted policies for the allocation and distribution of resources. These policies result in sustainable employment which settles a sustainable national economy.

Conclusions

The basis of wealth is different in rural area in comparison with in urban areas. This study emphasized that land ownership has the clear priority in the village, as opposed to of education in the city. It is worth mentioning that poverty deprivation policies should be based on the facilitation of above approach in the country's macroeconomic plans. Nevertheless, in urban areas, wealth and welfare are the two simultaneous effective dimensions of the urban economics. Finally, the results of this study may provide an effective solution to break the cycle of deprivation and poverty in rural and urban population with appropriate policy making.
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**Tables**

**Table 1.** AMOS Goodness-of-fit measures of the Model.
Measures of Fitness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient/Index</th>
<th>Rural</th>
<th>Urban</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square</td>
<td>P value = 0.000</td>
<td>P value = 0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFI</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGFI</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>963</td>
<td>982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1. Root mean square error of approximation, 2. Normed-Fit Index, 3. Adjusted Goodness-of-Fit Index, and 4. Goodness-of-Fit Index)

Figures

Figure 1

Figure 2

Diagram 2. Confirmatory Factor Analysis for welfare components in rural & urban communities.

Figure 3

Diagram 3. The final model of rural data in Standard Coefficient Estimation Model.
Figure 4

Diagram 4. The final model of urban data in standard coefficient estimation model.